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Pratt & Whitney, Aviation Pioneers of
Groom Lake - Area 51
The J58 was a turbojet engine and the 304 was a
liquid-hydrogen fueled engine code named 'Suntan.'
Testing these clandestine engines presented the
greatest challenge because of the heavy population
surrounding the main plant in East Hartford; clearly
the experimental engines' roar had to be muffled.

The SR-71 Pratt & Whitney JT11D-20B J58
Engine
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Since the probe could not be re-engaged to a spinning
J58, it was imperative to quickly re-engage the probe
once the J58 wound down to motor the jet engine and
blow out any fire. Too low a torque pressure during
Buick start would cause a lag in acceleration to idle
speed and an over temperature condition.

General Electric T58 - Wikipedia
According to the U.S. Air Force, the Pratt & Whitney
J58 engine was a nine-stage, axial-flow, bypass
turbojet originally developed in the late 1950s to
meet U.S. Navy requirements. It was the first jet
engine designed to operate for extended periods
using its afterburner.

Starting the SR-71 Blackbird's J58
Engines - AG330 Start Cart
The Pratt & Whitney J58 (P&W designation JT11D) was
a jet engine used on the CIA's Lockheed A-12
“Oxcart”, and subsequently on the YF-12 and SR-71
“Blackbird” aircraft. The J58 was a variable cycle
engine which functioned as both a turbojet and a fanassisted ramjet. The J58 was a single-spool turbojet
engine with an afterburner.

J 58 Engine
The General Electric T58 is an American turboshaft
engine developed for helicopter use. First run in 1955,
it remained in production until 1984, by which time
some 6,300 units had been built. On July 1, 1959, it
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became the first turbine engine to gain FAA
certification for civil helicopter use.

Impressive video shows SR-71 Blackbird
J58 Engine tested
The J-58 was an engine conceived to operate
continuously at Mach 3 with the after burner on for
the duration of the flight, providing spectacular
results: seen here is a J-58-P2 at the test bench, at
night, with red hot after burner exhaust "Diamond"
shock waves can be seen in the burning discharge.
©Pratt & Whitney Clic

J58 The Powerplant for the Blackbirds
The J58 (also JT11D-20A but NOT J-58) engine was
developed in the 1950s by Pratt and Whitney Aircraft
Division of United Aircraft Corporation to meet a U.S.
Navy requirement. The engine was designed to
operate for extended speeds of Mach 3+ and at
altitudes of more than 80,000 ft.

Pratt & Whitney J58 (JT11D-20) Turbojet
Engine | National
The Pratt & Whitney J58 (company designation
JT11D-20) was a jet engine that powered the
Lockheed A-12, and subsequently the YF-12 and the
SR-71 aircraft. The J58 was a single-spool turbojet
with an afterburner. It had a unique bleed from the
compressor to the afterburner which gave increased
thrust at high speeds.
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Pratt & Whitney J58 - Wikipedia
The J58 engine was developed in the late 1950s by
Pratt & Whitney Aircraft Division of United Aircraft
Corp. to meet a U.S. Navy requirement. It was
designed to operate at speeds of Mach 3+ and at
altitudes of more than 80,000 feet.

Pratt & Whitney JT-11 Mach 3+ jet
engine (J58)
According to the U.S. Air Force, the Pratt & Whitney
J58 engine was a nine-stage, axial-flow, bypass
turbojet originally developed in the late 1950s to
meet the U.S. Navy requirements. It was the first jet
engine designed to operate for extended periods
using its afterburner.

SR-71 J-58 Powerplant - wvi.com
The Pratt & Whitney J58 (company designation
JT11D-20) was an American jet engine that powered
the Lockheed A-12, and subsequently the YF-12 and
the SR-71 aircraft. It was an afterburning turbojet with
a unique compressor bleed to the afterburner which
gave increased thrust at high speeds.

SR-71 Online - J58 Engine
The J58 is a hybrid jet engine: effectively a turbojet
engine inside a fan-assisted ramjet engine. This is
because turbojets are inefficient at high speeds, yet
ramjets cannot operate at low speeds. The airflow
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path through the engine varied, depending on
whether ramjet or turbojet operation was more
efficient, thus the term "variable cycle".

Interesting Video Explains how SR-71’s
J58 Turbo-Ramjet
For extreme high-altitude and high-speed
environment operation, the engine required special
fuel and oil. Two J58 engines powered each Lockheed
A-12 and YF-12 interceptor, and the SR-71 Blackbird
reconnaissance and SR-71B trainer aircraft.

The heart of the SR-71 : the J-58 engine.
Tests
The J58 was the first engine designed to operate for
extended periods using its afterburner, and it was the
first engine to be flight-qualified at Mach 3 for the U.S.
Air Force. In July 1976, J58 engines powered an SR-71
to a world altitude record of 85,069 feet and another
SR-71 to a world speed record of 2,193 mph.

Pratt & Whitney J58 Turbojet > National
Museum of the
The Pratt & Whitney J58 was a jet engine that
powered the Lockheed A-12, and subsequently the
YF-12 and the SR-71 aircraft The photo below was of
Last SR-71 Blackbird engine test in full afterburner at
Edwards Air Force Base took place on Sept. 12, 2002
To experience a J58 in full burner close up and
personal is hard to describe.
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Bing: J 58 Engine
J58 engine was originally developed by Pratt &
Whitney for the US Navy’s Martin P6M jet flying boat
capable of dash speeds of up to Mach 3, a project that
was cancelled after several production aircraft were
built.

How Pratt & Whitney J58 Engine Made
The SR-71 Blackbird
The SR-71 Blackbird is powered by two Pratt &
Whitney J-58 turbo-ramjets, each developing 32,500
pounds of thrust with afterburning. The critical
problems concerning supersonic flight with air
breathing engines are concentrated in the air inlet
area. The circular air intakes of the SR-71 contain a
center body tipped with a conical spike.
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